In this study, we used imaging and proteomics to identify the presence of virus-associated cellular proteins that may play a role in respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) maturation. Fluorescence microscopy of virus-infected cells revealed the presence of virus-induced cytoplasmic inclusion bodies and mature virus particles, the latter appearing as virus filaments. In situ electron tomography suggested that the virus filaments were complex structures that were able to package multiple copies of the virus genome. The virus particles were purified, and the protein content was analyzed by one-dimensional nano-LC MS/ MS. In addition to all the major virus structural proteins, 25 cellular proteins were also detected, including proteins associated with the cortical actin network, energy pathways, and heat shock proteins (HSP70, HSC70, and HSP90). Representative actin-associated proteins, HSC70, and HSP90 were selected for further biological validation. The presence of ␤-actin, filamin-1, cofilin-1, HSC70, and HSP90 in the virus preparation was confirmed by immunoblotting using relevant antibodies. Immunofluorescence microscopy of infected cells stained with antibodies against relevant virus and cellular proteins confirmed the presence of these cellular proteins in the virus filaments and inclusion bodies. The relevance of HSP90 to virus infection was examined using the specific inhibitors 17-N-Allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin. Although virus protein expression was largely unaffected by these drugs, we noted that the formation of virus particles was inhibited, and virus transmission was impaired, suggesting an important role for HSP90 in virus maturation. This study highlights the utility of proteomics in facilitating both our understanding of the role that cellular proteins play during RSV maturation and, by extrapolation, the identification of new potential targets for antiviral therapy. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 9:1829 -1848, 2010.
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)
1 belongs to the paramyxovirus group of viruses, and it is the most important respiratory virus causing lower respiratory tract infection in young children and neonates. The mature RSV particle comprises a ribonucleoparticle (RNP) core formed by the interaction between the viral genomic RNA (vRNA), the nucleocapsid (N) protein (42 kDa), the phospho (P) protein (35 kDa) , and the large (L) protein (250 kDa). The RNP core is visualized by electron microscopy as a strand of repeating N protein subunits that form a herringbone-like structure of ϳ10 -20 nm in diameter (1) . Although the minimal functional polymerase activity requires an association between the N, P, and L proteins and the virus genome vRNA (2) (3) (4) , additional viral proteins called the M2-1 protein (22 kDa), M2-2 protein, and M protein (28 kDa) regulate the activity of the polymerase (5) (6) (7) (8) . The virus is surrounded by a lipid envelope that is formed from the host cell during the budding process in which the three virus membrane proteins are inserted. The G protein (90 kDa) mediates attachment of the virus to the cell during virus entry (9) , and the fusion (F) protein (10) mediates the fusion of the virus and host cell membranes during virus entry, whereas the role of the SH protein is currently unknown. In addition, two nonstructural proteins called NS1 and NS2, which are thought not to be present in the virus particle but play a role in countering the host innate immune response (11) , are expressed.
During virus infection two distinct virus structures are formed, virus filaments and inclusion bodies. The virus filaments are membrane-bound structures that are ϳ150 -200 nm thick and can be up to 6 m in length (1, (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) ; they form at the sites of virus assembly and are the progeny viruses. The inclusion bodies form in the cytoplasm and can be several m in diameter, consisting of accumulations of RNP cores (17) (18) (19) . Inclusion bodies are found in all RSV-infected tissue culture cells, and they have also been observed in biopsy material isolated from RSV-infected patients (20) suggesting a clinical relevance. Although the cellular processes that lead to assembly of the mature virus filaments are still poorly understood, the involvement of lipid raft microdomains and the cortical cytoskeleton network appear to play an important role in this process (16, (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . For example, rhoA kinase is a raft-associated signaling molecule that is involved in regulating actin structure (26) , and it has been implicated in virus filament formation (27, 28) . Virus filament formation also requires phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) activity (25, 29, 30) ; PI3K is a raft-associated kinase activated by rhoA kinase (31) . The identification of cellular proteins that interact with the virus particles should further facilitate the identification of the cellular pathways that are involved in RSV maturation. In this study, we examined virus-host cell interactions during RSV assembly using a combination of advanced imaging techniques and analyzed the protein content of purified virus particles by proteomics technology. Our analysis provides evidence that cellular proteins that regulate actin structures in the cell may also play an important role in formation of infectious RSV particles, and that the HSP90 protein plays an important role in the virus assembly process.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The RSV A2 strain and the human respiratory airway cell line HEp2 were used throughout this study. Cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and antibiotics, and infections were carried out in DMEM with 2% FCS. Infected cells were incubated at 33°C in 5% CO 2 . Unless otherwise stated, the cells were infected with a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of 2.
Antibodies and Specific Reagents
Anti-RSV (RCL3) was purchased from Novacastra Laboratories, and MAb19 (anti-F) and MAb30 (anti-G) were obtained from Geraldine Taylor (Institute for Animal Health, Compton, Berks, UK). Anti-N and anti-M2-1 have been described previously (32) . The RSV anti-F protein rabbit polyclonal antibody was a gift from Jose Melero. Anti-␤-actin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; anti-filamin-1, anti-HSC70, anti-HSP70, anti-actin, anti-caveolin-1, and anti-HSP90A were obtained from Santa Cruz Laboratories; and anti-cofilin-1 was purchased from Cytoskeleton. Geldanamycin (GA) and 17AAG were purchased from Calbiochem and reconstituted in DMSO at 10 mM. This was diluted into tissue culture medium prior to use, giving a final concentration of 2 M (GA and 17AAG).
Purification of RSV Particles
This was based on the method of Ueba (33) . Cells grown to 90% confluence were infected with RSV using an m.o.i. of 0.1. At 48 h post-infection, the infected cells were harvested, and the virus was released at 4°C by gentle agitation using acid-washed glass beads. The virus suspension was clarified by centrifugation (5000 ϫ g for 20 min) at 4°C, and the virus in the clarified supernatant was precipitated by the addition of PEG 6000 to a final concentration of 10% (w/v) with stirring and incubated at 4°C for 1 h. The virus was pelleted by centrifugation (5000 ϫ g for 20 min at 4°C) after which the virus pellet was resuspended in 20% sucrose in Hanks' buffered saline solution (HBSS). This was overlaid on a 30% sucrose cushion and pelleted again by centrifugation 51,000 ϫ g for 1 h. The pellet was resuspended in 20% sucrose and overlaid on a discontinuous gradient consisting of 35, 45 , and 60% sucrose prepared in HBSS and centrifuged for 1 h at 165,000 ϫ g at 4°C. The opalescent band at the interface of 35 and 45% sucrose was harvested, diluted with HBSS, and overlaid on a 30 -60% sucrose gradient prepared using HBSS. This was centrifuged for 3 h at 165,000 ϫ g at 4°C, and the virus band (located at ϳ45% sucrose) was harvested. The virus suspension was diluted with HBSS, and the virus was recovered as a pellet after centrifugation at 284,000 ϫ g for 90 min at 4°C.
SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting
Protein samples were made up to 1ϫ boiling mixture (1% SDS, 15% glycerol, 1% ␤-mercaptoethanol, 60 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.8) and heated at 100°C for 2 min. The protein samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using a Mini-PROTEAN 3 (Bio-Rad). The proteins were visualized by either (a) staining the polyacrylamide gels with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (G-250) and imaging the protein bands using a Bio-Rad Gel Doc system or (b) staining the polyacrylamide gels with SYPRO Ruby Red (Molecular Probes) and imaging the protein bands using a Typhoon Trio scanner. In all cases, the apparent molecular masses were estimated using Precision Plus protein standards (Bio-Rad). Relative quantification of protein bands detected in SYPRO Ruby-stained gels was performed using ImageQuant TM TL. In Western blotting, the proteins were transferred onto PVDF membranes using a mini blotting apparatus (Bio-Rad) after which the membranes were washed with PBS and blocked for 18 h at 4°C in PBSA containing 1% Marvel milk powder and 0.05% Tween 20. The membrane was incubated with the specific primary antibody followed by the appropriate anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG (whole molecule)-peroxidase conjugate (Sigma). The protein bands were visualized using the ECL protein detection system (Amersham Biosciences), and the apparent molecular masses were estimated using Kaleidoscope protein standards (Bio-Rad).
Microplaque Titration of Purified Virus Preparations
The viral infectivity was assessed using a microplaque assay in 96-well tissue culture plates as described previously (34) . Viral preparations were serially diluted using PBS, and 50 l of each dilution was added to a confluent cell monolayer in each well and allowed to absorb for 2 h at 33°C. After adsorption, the virus dilutions were replaced with DMEM ϩ 2% FCS, and the plates were incubated at 33°C for 48 h after which the monolayers were washed with PBS and fixed with methanol for 20 min. The monolayers were washed with PBS and then incubated with anti-RSV MAb (Novacastra Laboratories) for 60 min after which the monolayers were then washed and incubated for a further 60 min using a rabbit anti-mouse IgG MAb conjugated to HRP. The microplaques were visualized using staining solution (200 g/ml 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole, 0.05% hydrogen peroxide, 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5) and counted using a low magnification inverted microscope.
One-dimensional LC-MS/MS Analysis
Sample Preparation-The purified virus preparation was treated with trypsin using the in-gel digestion procedure described recently (35, 36) . Briefly, the virus pellet (5 g) was dissolved in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) and 2% (w/v) SDS and then incorporated into a 40% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (29:1) gel matrix. The gel was cut into small pieces, washed with 25 mM ABC containing 50% acetonitrile (ACN), and vacuum-dried. The dried gel was treated with 10 mM DTT in ABC at 60°C for 30 min after which it was then treated with 55 mM iodoacetamide in ABC at 25°C in the dark for 30 min. The gel pieces were washed with 25 mM ABC, dehydrated with 100% ACN, and vacuum-dried. The proteolytic digestion was then carried out with trypsin in ABC (protein/trypsin ϭ 10:1, g/g) at 37°C for 16 h. The peptides were sequentially extracted from the gel using 25 mM ABC, 5% formic acid (FA) in water, 5% FA in ACN, and 100% ACN, and the pooled peptide extracts were vacuum-dried.
MS Analysis-The peptide mixture was reconstituted in buffer A (0.1% FA, 2% ACN), and aliquots were injected for LC separation. An autosampler (Famos, Dionex, San Francisco, CA) was used for injection of peptides. A nanoflow liquid chromatography system (UltiMate Plus, Dionex) with a nano-LC column (C 18 PepMap100, 3 m, 0.075 ϫ 150 mm, Dionex) was used for peptide separation. A solvent gradient with buffer B (0.1% FA, 90% ACN) increasing from 0 to 45% in 45 min was used to elute the peptides followed by a 10-min wash with 80% buffer B and a 25-min equilibration with 100% buffer A. The flow rate was kept at 300 nl/min throughout. The column was coupled to an LTQ Orbitrap (Thermo, Bremen, Germany) with a T-union and a nanospray tip (20-m-inner diameter tubing, 10-m-inner diameter tip). The spray voltage was 1.8 kV applied through the T-union. The mass spectrometer was operated in data-dependent mode to switch between MS and MS/MS. Full-scan MS spectra were acquired from m/z 350 to 1800 Da in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 60,000 at m/z 400. The five most intense precursor ions were selected for MS/MS scans with collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the linear ion trap LTQ.
Database Search-The acquired spectra in the .raw file format were converted to the standard mzXML input file format in the Trans Proteomic Pipeline (TPP; v.4.2 JETSTREAM revision 0 Build 200902190939) and searched using the Sequest database search engine (Bioworks, v.3.3, Thermo Electron Co.) The database was constructed by extracting the Protein Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) with taxonomy "Homo sapiens (9606)" or "human respiratory syncytial virus A (strain A2) (11259)" and concatenated with their reverse sequences (generated in TPP). The database contained 95,673 entries for human proteins, 11 entries for RSV (strain A2), and the same numbers of reverse entries. The search settings were as follows: mass values, monoisotopic; precursor mass tolerance, Ϯ20 ppm; fragment mass tolerance, Ϯ0.5 Da; enzyme, trypsin; maximum missed cleavages allowed, 1; fixed modification, carbamidomethyl-Cys; variable modifications, oxidation of Met and phosphorylation of Ser, Thr, and Tyr. The search results were converted to the pepXML format, and peptide identifications were validated with PeptideProphet and InterProphet and protein identifications were validated with ProteinProphet in TPP with default settings (filter out results below probability 0.05 and minimum peptide length 7). The statistical calculation predicted sensitivity and error rate versus the minimum protein probability. The final list of protein hits was obtained by setting the minimum protein probability to 0.95 and the minimum peptide probability to 0.95.
Electron Microscopy
Negative Staining-A droplet of the virus suspension was placed on a Formvar-coated grid for 10 min and subsequently stained with phosphotungstic acid, pH 7.5. Specimens were viewed at 80 kV in a JEOL 1200 EX electron microscope.
Immunolabeled Ultrathin Sections-Cell monolayers were pelleted in BEEM capsules (TAAB Laboratories) and fixed for 5 h at 4°C using 0.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS after which the fixed pellet was washed with PBS. The pellet was dehydrated through a gradient of increasing ethanol concentrations. The cell pellet was subsequently infiltrated with Unicryl (TAAB Laboratories), and the resin was polymerized by UV irradiation at Ϫ15°C for 48 h. Ultrathin sections prepared using a Leica UC6 Ultratome were placed on uncoated nickel grids and incubated with the appropriate monoclonal antibody for 4 h at 25°C, washed with PBS, and incubated for 4 h in anti-mouse IgG (whole molecule)-10-nm colloidal gold conjugate (Sigma). The grids were washed in PBS and fixed in osmium tetroxide vapor for 2 h. The specimens were then stained using uranyl acetate (saturated in 50:50 ethanol/water), washed in distilled water, and counterstained with lead citrate. Specimens were then viewed at 80 kV in a JEOL 100S electron microscope.
Whole Cell Tomography-Cell monolayers were pelleted in BEEM capsules (TAAB Laboratories) and fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde, 1% tannic acid, 100 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7.2. The cell pellet was washed with 100 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7.2 and postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide solution (TAAB Laboratories). The cell pellet was then dehydrated through a gradient of increasing ethanol concentrations. The pellet was infiltrated with Epon812 (TAAB Laboratories), and the resin was polymerized at 65°C for 24 h. Thin sections (300 nm thick) were cut on a Leica UC6 Ultratome and collected on uncoated copper 200 mesh (hexagonal) grids (TAAB Laboratories). Dual axis tomography was done in a JEOL JEM-2100 electron microscope operating at 200 kV. The sections were mounted in a Fischione 2040 dual axis holder. Dual axis tilt series were acquired between Ϯ64°at 1.5°increments using SerialEM (37, 38) . Processing of the dual axis data sets was done using IMOD (39) . The rotation between the two tilt series making up the dual axis data sets was determined as 89.6°. Denoising of the final tomogram was done using the IMOD implementation of the nonlinear anisotropic diffusion algorithm according to Frangakis and Hegerl (40) .
Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Cells were labeled as described previously (16, 21) . Briefly, cells on 13-mm glass cover slips were generally fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 30 min at 4°C, permeabilized using 0.1% saponin, and then labeled with the relevant primary antibody and appropriate secondary antibodies (conjugated to either FITC or Cy5). In the case of anti-␤-actin staining, the cells were fixed using methanol for 5 min at 4°C prior to antibody labeling. The stained cells were mounted on slides using Citifluor and visualized using either a Nikon ECLIPSE 80i fluorescence microscope or a Zeiss Axioplan 2 confocal microscope using appropriate machine settings. Confocal microscopy images were processed using LSM510 software. For three-dimensional reconstruction, 50 -80 slices were gathered in a Z-stack series using a 1:1:1 setting. Autodeblur and Autovisualize software (Media Cybernetics Inc.) were used to generate three-dimensional reconstruction of the area of interest. Stacks were processed by three-dimensional blind deconvolution (10 iterations) and then imported into Autovisualize for imaging in the 5D Viewer.
Transfection of siRNA Molecules
Cells were transfected with siGFP, siHSC70, or siHSP90 (Dharmacon) at 100 nM using Lipofectamine. At 36 h post-transfection, the cells were infected with RSV, and at 18 h postinfection, the cells were examined by confocal microscopy. The transfection efficiency of each experiment was determined using siGlow (Dharmacon).
Radioimmunoprecipitation
Mock-and virus-infected cells were incubated at 33°C for 8 h after which the medium was removed and replaced with DMEM minus methionine (Invitrogen) for 1 h prior to radiolabeling with 100 Ci/ml [ 35 S]methionine (GE Healthcare). At 24 h postinfection, the monolayers (on 60-mm dishes) were extracted at 4°C for 20 min with 500 l of lysis buffer (1% Nonidet P-40, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2 mM PMSF, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) and then clarified by centrifugation (12,000 ϫ g for 10 min). Aliquots of the clarified lysate (100 l) were added to 600 l of binding buffer (0.5% Nonidet P-40, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.25% BSA, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8) together with the appropriate antibody and incubated for 18 h at 4°C. The immune complexes were isolated by adding protein A-Sepharose for 2 h at 4°C. The protein A-Sepharose was washed three times with wash buffer (1% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0). The protein A-Sepharose was resuspended in 40 l of boiling mixture and incubated at 100°C for 2 min. The proteins were separated using SDS-PAGE, and the protein bands were detected in the dried polyacrylamide gels using a Bio-Rad personal Fx phosphorimaging system using Quantity One software (Bio-Rad, version 4).
RESULTS

In Situ Characterization of RSV-infected Cells by Three-dimensional Imaging
To assist in the proteomics analysis of virus particles we first characterized RSV-infected cells using three-dimensional imaging, which allowed us to examine the distribution of the virus filaments and inclusion bodies in infected cells ( Fig. 1 ) Cells were infected with RSV, and at 20 h postinfection (hpi), the cells were fixed and stained using MAb19 and anti-P, antibodies that recognize the F and P proteins respectively (16, 21, 41) . The virus glycoproteins can only be detected in the virus filaments, whereas the polymerase-associated proteins are present in both the virus filaments and inclusions bodies (41) . Therefore, as expected, anti-P stained both the virus filaments and inclusion bodies, whereas MAb19 only stained the virus filaments (Fig. 1A) , and co-localization of both antibodies was restricted to the virus filaments. Most infected cells contained several inclusion bodies, and these were of varying sizes and up to several m in diameter. Confocal microscopy was used to obtain a series of images from individual infected cells in the Z-dimension, and these data were processed as described under "Experimental Procedures" to allow visualization of the infected cells as threedimensional images. Whereas the larger inclusion bodies were visible in the two-dimensional image, the distribution of the smaller inclusion bodies together with the virus filaments was clearly defined in the three-dimensional images (Fig. 1B , highlighted by *). Furthermore, this analysis showed that the inclusion bodies appeared to be irregular in shape, suggesting that they form complex structures, consistent with recent ultrastructural studies (25) . Connectivity between the inclusion bodies and virus filaments was observed (Fig. 1C) , supporting recent observations that virus proteins can be transported from these structures into maturing virus filaments (42) .
Because RSV is largely cell-associated and filamentous, ultrastructural analysis of the virus particles is therefore difficult using conventional methods such as single particle re-
FIG. 1. Association of virus filaments and inclusion bodies in virus-infected cells.
Virus-infected cells were labeled using antibodies to P protein (green) and F protein (red). A series of images was obtained from the same cell at different focal planes in the Z-axis by confocal microscopy. The Z-stacks were then processed and visualized in three-dimensional as described under "Experimental Procedures." A is a single optical slice visualized in parallel to the substrate and viewed two-dimensionally. B is a low magnification deconvolved image showing a region near the surface of the cell, again parallel to the substrate. The inclusion body (IB) can be seen to be irregular in shape and labeled only by anti-P, whereas the virus filaments (VF) are labeled by both anti-P and anti-F. C is a higher magnification image within the cell showing an individual inclusion body and its associated virus filaments. The three-dimensional projection has now been rotated through 90°and tilted slightly, showing that the filaments are predominantly above the inclusion body and in a vertical orientation. * highlights the smaller sized inclusion body.
construction that requires virus particles to be uniform and symmetrical (43) . An ultrastructural analysis on the virus filaments was performed on the cell-associated virus using a combination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and in situ tomography (IST) of infected cells (Fig. 2) . The virus filaments imaged in this way resembled the structures reported previously in electron microscopy studies (13, 14, 22) , appearing as finger-like projections of ϳ150 nm in diameter extending from the surface of infected cells. IST allowed a series of consecutive high resolution images through individual virus filaments at approximately 11-nm increments, and a comparison of several sections allowed a more detailed characterization of the virus filaments than has been observed previously. Structures on the surface of the virus filaments were observed (Fig. 2, A and B, highlighted by *), and on the basis of previous observations, these were interpreted as the virus envelope proteins (22) . An electron-dense layer corresponding to the expected location of M protein (44) was also observed beneath the surface of the virus filaments (Fig. 2 , A (ii) and B (ii and iii), highlighted by long white arrows). RNP structures were observed as strands along the length of the virus filaments, and more than one of these strands appeared to be present in a virus filament (Fig. 2B (ii and iii), highlighted by short white arrows). Examination of the virus filaments in cross-section (Fig. 2 , A (ii and iii) and B (i)), highlighted by white arrowheads) showed a dotted pattern within the circular structure similar to that observed previously (12) . The distribution pattern presumably reflects the packing of multiple RNP strands in the virus filaments. Because there appear to be several RNP strands in the virus filament, this observation also suggests that each virus filament may be able to package multiple copies of the virus genome.
IST allowed us to visualize the process of RNP packaging into the virus filament ( Fig. 2A) . At the base of the filaments, structures that resembled the actin cytoskeleton was observed ( Fig. 2A, indicated by a black arrow) , but these were distinguishable from the significantly larger diameter and more electron-dense virus RNPs ( Fig. 2A , indicated by a short white arrow). A role for the cortical actin network in virus filament formation has been suggested (24, 25, 42) , and distribution of the cortical actin network in relation to the virus filaments was examined using immuno-TEM. Ultrathin sections were prepared from similar mock-infected and infected cells and labeled with anti-actin or anti-G, and the presence of the bound primary antibody was detected with a second antibody conjugated to either 5-or 10-nm colloidal gold (Fig.  3) . In mock-infected and infected cells, actin-like structures near the plasma membrane were clearly visible (Fig. 3 , highlighted by black arrowheads) that stained with anti-actin, indicating the presence of the cortical actin network (Fig. 3A) . In virus-infected cells, similar structures were also seen under the plasma membrane that were clearly labeled with the actin antibody. In addition, we noted the presence of structures that resembled virus filaments (Fig. 3B , highlighted by white arrows) and that were labeled with the actin antibody. Similarly, we observed the presence of budding viruses that were labeled with anti-actin and, as expected, anti-G (Fig. 3 , C and D, highlighted by white arrows), the latter recognizing the virus G protein.
Proteomics Analysis of RSV Particles
Although during virus infection RSV remains mainly cellassociated, upon cell detachment these particles change into their characteristic pleiomorphic morphology (1, 12) . However, these cell-free particles retain their infectivity, and both the terms virus filaments and virus particles can be regarded as synonymous. To obtain a clearer description of the role that the host plays in the virus replication process, the virus particles were purified, and the protein content was examined. The rationale for this experimental approach was that host cell proteins that play a direct role in virus assembly may also co-purify with the virus particles, either by remaining attached to the virus filaments upon release from the infected cell or because they become incorporated into the virus particle, e.g. by inserting into the virus envelope. Recent proteomics analysis of purified influenza virus particles revealed the presence of low levels of contaminating host cell proteins (45) primarily due to the presence of exosomes released by the cell (46, 47) . Although low levels of host cell protein contaminants may also be present in the RSV preparation, this strategy served as an initial screen to identify relevant cellular proteins that would then be further examined to confirm their virus association.
Purification of the virus particles was based on the method described previously (33) that has been used to obtain purified RSV suitable for a variety of purposes, e.g. examining the host response to RSV infection (e.g. Ref. 48 ). We modified the procedure by using buffers that contain relatively high levels of magnesium sulfate to stabilize the virus particles (49) . In the final stage of the purification methodology, the visible opalescent virus band was harvested from the sucrose gradient ( Fig. 4A ) and was typically recovered in 2-3 ml with an average infectivity of 7 ϫ 10 7 plaque-forming units/ml. Each purified virus preparation obtained from 1 ϫ 10 8 cells produced an average yield of ϳ320 g of protein. Examination of the virus preparation by TEM revealed the presence of pleiomorphic virus particles that were between 100 and 300 nm in diameter (Fig. 4B) , a size range and morphology similar to those reported previously (12) . Although it is difficult to assess the degree of purity on the virus preparation using TEM, we failed to detect the presence of cellular debris, and the TEM analysis confirmed the presence of intact virus particles in the virus preparation. The peak fractions identified in the preparative sucrose gradient were pooled, and the recovered virus was examined by 15% SDS-PAGE to assess the purity of the preparation. Polyacrylamide gels stained using both Coomassie Brilliant Blue and SYPRO Ruby Red (SRR) revealed prominent protein bands at 50, 42, 35, and 28 kDa (Fig. 4C (i and  ii) ), which are the expected sizes for the F1, N, P, and M proteins. An additional 45-kDa protein band was also observed that is the expected size for actin and whose appearance has been reported previously (50) . Densitometry analysis of the SRR-stained gel revealed that the N protein accounts for ϳ23% of the protein detected and was the most abundant virus protein detected (Fig. 4D) . The M and P proteins accounted for 13 and 10% of the total protein respectively. This analysis also indicated that the 45-kDa protein represented the most abundant cellular protein in the virus preparation, accounting for 20% of the total protein detected. As expected, because of the increased sensitivity of SRR staining, the presence of several minor protein species was also revealed. We hypothesized that some of these proteins may represent co-purifying virus-associated cellular proteins, and the virus preparation was examined further by using nano-LC MS/MS to identify significant proteins. The analysis was performed using two individual virus preparations, referred to as Samples 1 and 2. The peptides identified by the MS/MS analysis in each preparation were matched against the virus and human database as described under "Experimental Procedures." After statistical analysis using PeptideProphet, InterProphet, and ProteinProphet (51, 52), a plot of sensitivity FIG. 4 . Purification of virus particles by sucrose gradient centrifugation. A, RSV was purified as described under "Experimental Procedures." At the final stage, the virus was applied to a 30 -60% continuous sucrose gradient, the virus band was detected using a focused light, and the band was harvested (indicated by a black arrow) . B, the material in the virus band was viewed by negative staining using an electron microscope (bar, 100 nm), and the presence of virus particles (V) was demonstrated. C, the proteins in the pooled virus fraction were separated by SDS-PAGE, and proteins were visualized in the polyacrylamide gel viewed after Coomassie Brilliant Blue (i) or SYPRO Ruby Red (ii) staining. Protein bands whose sizes correspond to known virus bands are labeled. *, this protein was identified as ␤-actin by MALDI-TOF/ TOF analysis. D, the SYPRO Ruby Red-stained polyacrylamide gel was scanned using a densitometer to determine the relative abundance of proteins detected. Confirmation of the presence of either virus (E) or specific host cell (F) proteins in the virus preparation by immunoblotting is shown. Protein bands corresponding in size to the respective virus or host cell proteins are indicated (black arrows).
and error rate versus minimum protein probability was generated for each data set (supplemental Fig. S1, A and B) . At a minimum protein probability of 0.95, the statistical analysis predicted 35 correct hits (85% of the predicted total number of correct hits) and no incorrect hit (0.1% error rate) for Sample 1, and 49 correct hits (83% of the predicted total number of correct hits) and no incorrect hits (0.2% error rate) for Sample 2. The decoy sequence hits did not appear in either of these data sets if the minimum protein probability was set at Ն0.1 or 0.3, respectively. The two lists are presented (supplemental Table S1 , A and B) for evaluation of data reproducibility. MS/MS spectra for protein identifications based on a single peptide sequence (which may be observed multiple times and with different charge states) are shown (supplemental Fig. S2, A and B) . The virus and human proteins or protein groups identified in both virus preparations are summarized in Table I .
Virus Proteins-Proteins associated with the virus polymerase (N, P, M2, and L proteins), the M protein, and the two main virus glycoproteins (F and G proteins) were identified (Table  IA) . The virus proteins identified by MS/MS showed high sequence coverage of between 40 and 70% except for L and G proteins. The G protein is extensively modified by O-and N-linked glycosylation, accounting for up to 50% of its mass in SDS-PAGE (53) . This makes assigning of the G protein peptides difficult and presumably accounts for its relative poor sequence coverage. The presence of most of these virus proteins was confirmed by Western blotting (Fig. 4E) . Although the MS/MS analysis revealed only a single G protein peptide, the high quality fragmentation spectra for this single peptide in both samples (supplemental Fig. S2, A and B) gave a good indication of its presence in the virus preparation. Furthermore, immunoblotting with a G protein-specific antibody revealed a single protein species of 90 kDa, the expected size for the fully mature form of the G protein. We identified 8 and 11 unique peptides for the L protein in Samples 1 and 2 respectively, corresponding to 7.2 and 8.8% sequence coverage respectively. The large size of the L protein presumably accounts for the relatively low sequence coverage. Although an L protein antibody has been described (19) , such reagents are generally not available in the scientific community, and we were unable to confirm its presence by immunoblotting. The two virus-encoded non-structural proteins were not detected either in the MS/MS analysis or by immunoblotting (data not shown), consistent with their absence in the mature virus particles.
Host Cell Proteins-The host cell proteins identified in the MS/MS analysis were grouped into categories based on their major functional activities or cellular location. Cytoskeleton or cytoskeleton-associated proteins were most represented in this analysis, and most of these were actin-related (Table IB) . We identified several actin isoforms in the virus preparations, including a recently described novel actin isoform called ␤-actin-like protein 2 (-actin) (54) . In Table IB , although only -actin was identified with a non-degenerate peptide sequence, peptides corresponding to other actin isoforms, including ␣-actin and ␤-actin, were present in the sample (supplemental Table 1 , A and B). Presumably, because of a high degree of sequence conservation among different actin isoforms (55) , many of the actin-related peptides identified in the virus preparation are present in these different isoforms, accounting for these degenerate peptide identifications. Therefore, the actin isoforms identified in our analysis are listed within an actin group of proteins. Most of the actinbinding proteins identified play a role in regulating the structure of the cortical actin network, for example filamin-1 (56) and cofilin-1 (57). Furthermore, there are many more known actin-binding proteins than were observed in our proteomics analysis, suggesting that this small subset of actin-binding proteins represents a specific set of actin-binding proteins that are relevant to the virus particles. The next largest group was those proteins involved in energy pathways, accounting for 20% of the host cell proteins detected. Three chaperones, HSP70, HSC70, and HSP90, were also detected, and a role for chaperones in the replication cycle of several viruses has been described (58) .
There are two major families of HSP90 proteins, which are referred to as HSP90A (located in the cytosol) and HSP90B (located in the endoplasmic reticulum), but only the human HSP90A protein was detected in the virus preparation. Two closely related HSP90A isoforms exist, HSP90␣ and HSP90␤, which have 85% sequence identity. Peptides present in both HSP90A isoforms were identified in the virus preparation (supplemental Table 1 , A and B), and this apparent degeneracy of the HSP90 peptides identified presumably reflects the high degree of sequence conservation between both HSP90A isoforms (59). We are currently unable to identify whether one or both isoforms were present in the virus preparation, and as a consequence, in this study, the term HSP90 refers to both HSP90A isoforms.
Validation of Proteomics Analysis
Virus-associated Host Cell Proteins-Although the analysis identified several host cell proteins that were confirmed previously as being RSV-associated, e.g. CD55, HSP70, and actin (41, 50, 60, 61) , most of the cellular proteins identified in the pick list had no previous documented association with RSV. Because actin and HSP70 have both been previously implicated in RSV replication and shown to interact with the virus polymerase complex (16, 50, 61) , the biological validation studies focused mainly on some of the new actin-associated proteins and chaperones identified in this proteomics analysis. The presence of specific cellular proteins in the virus preparation was first validated by immunoblotting using antibodies that recognize HSC70, HSP70, HSP90, filamin-1, ␤-actin, caveolin-1, and cofilin-1, and protein bands corresponding in size to these proteins were detected (Fig. 4F) . We
TABLE I
Protein analysis of purified virus particles
In-gel digestion of purified viruses was performed, and the peptides were analyzed using LC MS/MS. Virus (A) and host (B) proteins identified in two virus preparations are shown.
Homologous proteins are not listed when there is a specific protein identified in the same group. Protein groups are listed when there are no unique peptides identified to infer a specific protein. Numbers in parentheses are the number of unique peptides identified. Statistics collected from Sample 1 and Sample 2 are separated by "/." When peptides identified can only infer a group of proteins, these entries are labeled with "group" in the "Accession number" column, and other statistics referring to a single protein are labeled with "NA." For a complete list of proteins identified from Sample 1 or 2, refer to supplemental Table S1 , A or B, respectively. sp, Swiss-Prot. 
Cellular Proteins Involved in RSV Assembly
have previously demonstrated the presence of caveolin-1 in virus filaments (16) . Although we failed to observe peptides corresponding to caveolin-1 in the pick list (Table IB) , its presence was confirmed by immunoblotting. This observation is similar to our previous analysis on lipid raft membranes where the presence of this lipid raft-abundant protein was detected by immunoblotting but not by MS/MS (32) . It is likely that the extremely hydrophobic nature of caveolin-1 accounts for the apparent inability to detect it by MS/MS in the virus preparations, and in our previous study. The sedimentation profile of filamin-1, HSP90, HSC70, HSP70, caveolin-1, and ␤-actin was compared with that of the virus N protein (the major virus structural protein) in the sucrose gradient by immunoblotting (Fig. 5A ). This analysis revealed co-migration of all proteins, suggesting co-migration of the host cell proteins and virus particles. The peak fractions (Fractions 6 -8) corresponded to the fractions in which the virus band was visualized ( Fig. 5A ) and that contained the highest level of protein in the gradient (Fig. 5B) . Because the virus-induced structures can be visualized using fluorescence microscopy ( Fig. 1) , this technique was used to confirm the virus association of these cellular protein.
Cells were either mock-infected or infected with RSV, and at 24 hpi, the cells were fixed and stained using appropriate antibodies to visualize the virus filaments and inclusion bodies together with antibodies against either ␤-actin, filamin-1, cofilin-1, HSC70, caveolin-1, HSP70, or HSP90 (Fig. 6) . The cells were examined at focal planes that allowed mainly visualization of the inclusion bodies (internal) or the virus filaments (surface). Staining of infected cells with either MAb19 or anti-P and anti-␤-actin showed good levels of co-localization within the virus filaments and inclusion bodies (Fig. 6A) , suggesting the presence of actin within these virus structures. Similarly, cells co-stained with antibodies against cofilin-1 (Fig. 6B) , filamin-1 (Fig. 6C), and HSP90 (Fig. 6D) showed a significant level of co-localization within virus filaments and inclusion bodies. Significant levels of caveolin-1 were only detected in the virus filaments (Fig. 6E) , supporting previous observations that RSV assembly occurs in lipid raft microdomains (16) . Although anti-HSC70 failed to stain the virus filaments, a significant level of co-staining with anti-P protein was observed in the inclusion bodies (Fig. 6F) . As expected, staining infected cells with anti-HSP70 and anti-P showed staining of HSP70 within the inclusion bodies, but no significant HSP70 staining within the virus filaments was observed (Fig. 6G) , confirming previous observations (61) . In staining combinations that exhibited co-localization within the virus filaments or inclusion bodies, high correlation coefficients (Ͼ0.9) and Pearson's coefficients (Ͼ0.8) were obtained in the merged images.
Role for HSP90 in Virus Filament Formation-The above data suggested that actin and the actin-associated proteins filamin-1 and cofilin are readily detected in both the virus inclusion bodies and virus filaments. This suggests that that they may play an important role in virus assembly process and directly contribute to the architecture of the virus particle. In contrast, although HSC70 was detected in the inclusion bodies and the virus preparation, we could not detect its presence in virus filaments by fluorescence microscopy. We have reported similar findings for RSV-associated HSP70 (61) where a possible role in virus polymerase activity was suggested. This suggests that both HSP70 and HSC70 may be present in the virus particles but at relatively low levels. Therefore, the primary function of HSC70 may be related to the activity of the virus polymerase complex rather than playing a direct role in virus assembly, and its presence in the virus particle may therefore be due to packaging of the virus polymerase complex into the virus particles.
Previous studies have suggested a temporal increase in the expression of several HSPs during the early stages of RSV infection, including HSC70 and HSP90 (62), and we have confirmed this finding. 2 However, although the changes in expression of these host cell proteins were suggestive of a role for HSC70 and HSP90 in the RSV replication cycle, no functional significance of either protein to virus replication was demonstrated in this earlier study. We therefore examined the effect of HSC70 on RSV replication using a specific siRNA molecule to inhibit the transient increase in HSC70 gene expression that occurs during the early phase of RSV infection. Infected cells were transfected either with siGFP or siHSC70, and at 20 hpi, the transfected cells were fixed and stained with anti-HSC70 and anti-F protein (Fig. 7A) . The siGFP is targeted against GFP and was used as a control transfection to determine any effect of the transfection procedure on virus infection. In siGFP-transfected cells, staining of virus antigen revealed the presence of HSC70 and F protein staining at levels similar to that observed in non-transfected cells (Fig. 6) . In contrast, in siHSC70-transfected cells, a significant reduction in HSC70 staining, which coincided with a reduction in the level of F protein staining, was seen, consistent with an important role of HSC70 in virus gene expression.
In contrast, the HSP90 protein was readily detected within the virus filaments, suggesting a role in virus assembly. The   FIG. 6 . Validation of association with virus structures in infected cells. Cells were either mock-or virus-infected, and at 24 hpi, the cells were fixed and stained using ␤-actin and either anti-P or anti-F (A), anti-cofilin-1 and anti-RSV (B), anti-filamin-1 and anti-P (C), anti-HSP90 and either anti-RSV or anti-F (D), anticaveolin-1 and anti-F (E), anti-HSC70 and anti-P (F), and anti-HSP70 and anti-P (G). The merged images showing both distributions in the same image are shown, and co-localization in the merged image is indicated by the yellow staining pattern and quantified using the correlation coefficient and Pearson's coefficients. The cells were viewed in a confocal microscope at optical planes representing predominantly the cell interior (internal) or surface. Golgi staining of the F protein (*), the inclusion bodies (IB), and virus filaments (VF) is highlighted.
significance of the association of HSP90 and RSV was evaluated using GA and 17AAG, two well established specific small molecular weight inhibitors of HSP90 (63) . Cells were infected with RSV, and at 8 hpi, the cells were either left non-treated or alternatively treated with either 2 M GA or 2 M 17AAG. At 18 hpi, the cells were fixed, labeled with anti-RSV or MAb19, and then examined by confocal microscopy (Fig. 8) . As expected, in anti-RSV-labeled non-treated cells, the presence of inclusion bodies and numerous virus filaments was observed (Fig. 8A) . We failed to detect the presence of the virus filaments in anti-RSV-labeled GA-or 17AAG-treated cells, although inclusion bodies were observed. Staining with MAb19 revealed a changed staining pattern for the F protein upon drug treatment (Fig. 8B) ; the filamentous staining pattern was replaced with a punctate staining pattern on the surface of drug-treated infected cells. Furthermore, co-staining of infected cells with MAb19 and phalloidin-FITC allowed both the virus filaments and F-actin network to be clearly distinguished in non-treated and GA-treated cells (Fig.   8C ). In addition, the staining pattern of anti-␤-actin, F-actin, anti-filamin-1, and HSP90 was examined in mock-infected, virus-infected, and 17AAG-treated virus-infected cells using fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 8D) . We noted that although mock-infected cells stained with these antibodies showed a filamentous staining pattern this filamentous staining pattern was enhanced on the surface of infected cells. However, treatment of virus-infected cells with 17AAG greatly diminished this filamentous staining pattern (Fig. 8D) . This is consistent with localized virus-induced changes in the structure of the F-actin network together with changes in the distribution of F-actin-associated proteins. However, these changes were not observed in virus-infected cells treated with 17AAG where the reduction in the filamentous staining pattern resembled that observed in mock-infected cells. Examination of actin and several actin-associated proteins in mock-infected, virus-infected, and virus-infected 17AAG-treated cells by immunoblotting with the relevant antibodies revealed similar levels of protein detection (Fig. 8E) . This suggested that although an altered staining was observed following drug treatment this did not arise due to drug-induced degradation of these proteins.
The effect of HSC90 expression on RSV replication was further examined using siRNA targeted against HSP90 gene expression. HEp2 cells were transfected with either siHSC90 or siGFP, and at 20 hpi, the infected cells were fixed, stained using anti-HSP90 and MAb13 (F protein), and examined by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 7B) . In siGFP-transfected cells, staining using MAb13 revealed the presence of HSC70 and virus filaments. In contrast, in siHSC90-transfected cells, a significant reduction in HSP90 gene expression was observed that coincided with a prominent punctate F protein staining pattern, consistent with the F protein staining pattern on drug-treated cells.
The microscopic and Western blot analysis suggested that similar levels of virus protein were expressed in the absence and presence of the drug, and this was confirmed by examining the effect of 17AAG on the expression levels of the N protein in [ 35 S]methionine-labeled cells (Fig. 8F) . Virus-infected cells were radiolabeled with [ 35 S]methionine in the presence and absence of drug treatment, and virus N protein was immunoprecipitated using anti-N (Fig. 8F (i) ). In the absence of drug, a protein band corresponding in size to the N protein was observed, and the level of this protein remained unchanged following drug treatment. The P protein is known to interact with the N protein within the RNP, and in virus-infected cells, it is usually co-precipitated with the N protein (17) . Similarly, previous studies have also demonstrated that the N protein interacts with actin and that actin can be co-precipitated with the N protein (50). Although we observed similar levels of co-precipitated P protein in the absence or presence of drug, in drug-treated cells there was an approximate 7-fold increase in the co-precipitation of a band corresponding in size to actin (Fig. 8F (ii) ), suggesting that inhibiting HSP90 may alter the In all cases, the stained cells were imaged at ϫ100 (oil immersion) with a Nikon ECLIPSE TE2000-U using appropriate machine settings and identical exposure times. VF, virus filaments; * highlights the punctate F protein staining pattern in siHSP90 treated cells. association between actin and the N protein and, by extrapolation, between actin and the virus RNP.
RSV remains largely cell-associated, and infection occurs via the virus filaments by direct cell to cell contact. In a final analysis, we examined the effect of HSP90 on virus infectivity and transmission (Fig. 9) . Cell monolayers were infected with RSV using an m.o.i. of 0.1, and at 8 hpi, the cells were either mock-treated or treated with 17AAG. At 30 hpi, the cells were fixed, labeled using anti-RSV, and examined at low magnification using bright field and fluorescence microscopy (Nikon ECLIPSE TE2000-U). Several individual images from nontreated and drug-treated (17AAG) infected cells were obtained, and the average number of stained (i.e. infected) cells was estimated in each image. In the non-treated cells, an average of 84.9 Ϯ 7.2 cells/image field of view was observed compared with 20.5 Ϯ 0.5 observed in the drug-treated cells. In addition, we noted in the absence of drug clusters of labeled cells within the monolayers that consisted of 8.75 Ϯ 2.7 cells/ cluster compared with 1.3 Ϯ 0.60 cells/cluster in drug-treated cells. This observation is consistent with the efficient cell to cell spread of virus from the initial point of infection in non-treated cells and a reduced efficiency of cell to cell transmission in the presence of 17AAG, observations that were consistent with impaired virus maturation in the presence of 17AAG.
DISCUSSION
Structure of Virus Filaments and Inclusion
Bodies-The increasing body of experimental evidence suggests that at various stages of the RSV replication cycle there are a complex series of interactions between components of the virus and the host cell (for a review, see Ref. 64) . For example, the functional association of the cortical actin network and lipid raft microdomains has been proposed (65) (66) (67) , and both these cell structures are implicated in virus filament formation (16, (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . At least 25 host cell proteins that co-purified with the virus particles were identified, and we can speculate about their possible role during virus morphogenesis based on our understanding of their cellular functions. Actin plays a role in the morphogenesis of several viruses (68) , and recent studies have identified an association between actin and both inclusion bodies and virus filaments in virus-infected cells (24, 25) . In our current analysis, actin was detected in these virus structures, supporting earlier studies showing that the actin network plays an important role in RSV maturation (50) . A role for actin as a cofactor for the virus polymerase complex has also been demonstrated in virus-infected cells, and its association with partially purified RSV preparations has been demonstrated (60) . Several early studies have identified actin in purified preparations of other related paramyxovirus preparations (69, 70) , suggesting that its presence is a common feature of this virus family. It was also interesting that several actin-binding proteins were also detected in the proteomics analysis, and the implications of these are discussed.
RSV-infected cells were examined in unprecedented detail using three-dimensional imaging, which suggests that virus filaments appear to package several RNPs, consistent with a recent observation (71) . This suggests that the RSV filament structure would be an efficient way for a single virus particle to transfer multiple copies of the virus genome into an adjacent non-infected cell. The proteomics analysis also suggested that the virus filaments are complex structures consisting of both virus structural proteins and a small number of cellular proteins. Our imaging analysis suggested a physical association between the virus filaments and inclusion bodies, consistent with recent observations (25) , and it was interesting to FIG. 8 . Effect of HSP90 on progeny virus formation. Infected cells were either non-treated (NT) or treated with 17AAG or GA, and at 24 hpi, the cells were fixed and stained with either anti-RSV (A) or MAb19 (B). C, infected cells were either non-treated or GA-treated and stained using phalloidin-FITC (to visualize the F-actin network) and MAb19. The cells were then viewed in a confocal microscope (ϫ64; oil immersion) at optical planes representing predominantly either the cell interior (internal) or surface. Insets, enlarged images showing the F protein staining pattern in non-treated and drug-treated cells. D, mock-infected, virus-infected, and virus-infected cells treated with 17AAG were stained using anti-␤-actin, phalloidin-FITC, anti-filamin, and anti-HSP90, and the cells were imaged at ϫ100 (oil immersion) using a Nikon ECLIPSE TE2000-U. E, mock-infected and virus-infected cells (I), either non-treated (Ϫ) or treated (ϩ) with 17-AAG, were harvested at 18 hpi and examined by immunoblot using relevant antibodies. The respective proteins are highlighted. F, mock-infected and virus-infected cells (I), either non-treated (Ϫ) or treated (ϩ) with 17-AAG, were radiolabeled with [
35 S]methionine between 8 and 18 hpi. Lysates were prepared and immunoprecipitated using either anti-RSV or anti-␤-actin and then examined by SDS-PAGE (i). The presence of the N and P proteins are indicated, and the presence of an additional band corresponding in size to actin was also found in the treated cells. Immunoprecipitation of mock-infected cells (M) using anti-RSV or actin (A) is also shown. ii, the radiolabeled bands in the non-treated and 17AAG-treated virus-infected cells were quantified by densitometry, which allowed determination of the -fold increase of the relevant protein bands in the 17AAG-treated cells compared with the non-treated cells.
FIG. 8-continued
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note that most of the cellular proteins were present in both the virus filaments and inclusion bodies. This provides supporting evidence that inclusion bodies may play a role in the recruitment of host and virus factors prior to packaging into newly assembled virus, consistent with recent reports that virus proteins can be transported from these inclusion bodies into maturing virus filaments (42) .
The presence of virus-associated cofilin-1, caveolin-1, and filamin-1 in the mature virus was also detected in this analysis, and the presence of filamin-1 together with actin in the virus particles may indicate an important role in maintaining the virus architecture. For example, filamin-1 is a 280-kDa protein that cross-links actin filaments into orthogonal networks within the cortical actin network. It has been implicated in the formation of membrane protrusions, presumably enhancing the stability of these structures (72) . Cofilin-1 was also detected in this analysis. It is able to promote the extension of F-actin strands, and its presence is consistent with a role for the actin-binding protein profilin in virus RSV morphogenesis (73) . Although we were able to demonstrate the presence of actin in the virus filaments by antibody labeling, we have previously been unable to stain these virus structures using phalloidin (25) , suggesting that actin may be present either as actin monomers (G-actin) or in a form of F-actin that cannot bind phalloidin.
RSV assembly occurs in lipid raft microdomains (21, 23) , and in addition to the actin-binding proteins described above, several raft-associated proteins were also detected, including caveolin-1, placental alkaline phosphatase, and CD55. The majority of cellular proteins identified in our previous studies on lipid raft membranes isolated from infected HEp2 cells (32) were different from those identified in the virus preparation.
However, alkaline phosphatase has been detected with the most number (11) of unique peptides of all host cell proteins in both current and previous studies, presumably reflecting its relative abundance in lipid raft membranes and hence its presence in the purified virus preparation. The biological consequence of the presence of these raft-associated proteins in the virus envelope is currently unclear, and this will require further examination. The presence of CD55 in the envelope of virus filaments has been demonstrated previously using immuno-TEM (41) . It is envisaged that the presence of host cell proteins that can prevent complementmediated virus inactivation would have advantages for the virus. The presence of CD55 in the envelope of HIV-1 has been shown to increase its resistance to complement-mediated inactivation (74, 75) . It is unclear whether the RSVassociated CD55 can also perform a similar role, and this will require further examination.
The presence of caveolin-1 in virus filaments has been reported previously (16) , and it is also interesting to note that filamin-1 has been shown to bind to caveolin-1 (76) , an interaction that creates a physical connection between actin and raft membranes. Although it is not clear whether a similar interaction also occurs in the virus filaments, it may suggest that these proteins mediate the interaction of actin with the virus envelope in the virus structures. The presence of caveolin-1 and several lipid raft-associated proteins also suggests that the virus envelope may have properties that are akin to those in cellular lipid raft membranes and supports previous observations for the assembly of virus filaments within lipid raft microdomains (21) . Recent studies have suggested that lipid raft membranes may require the cell cytoskeleton for their maintenance and stability, observations that emphasize the possible functional interaction between the cortical actin network and these membrane structures (77) .
HSP90 Plays a Role in Formation of Virus Filaments-Chaperones play important roles in the replication cycle of several viruses (58) , and previous studies have demonstrated temporal changes in the expression levels of several chaperones during RSV infection (62) . Our studies presented here demonstrate an association between RSV and at least three cellular chaperones, namely HSP70, HSC70, and HSP90. An interaction between HSP70 and the RSV polymerase complex has been demonstrated in virus-infected cells where HSP70 enhanced the enzyme activity of the virus polymerase complex (61) in a manner similar to that reported for measles virus (78) . Similarly, an association between the virus and HSC70 was also demonstrated. Our data provided evidence for the association of HSP90 with virus inclusion bodies and virus filaments, consistent with its increased expression in RSVinfected cells (62) . Geldanamycin and 17AAG are established specific inhibitors of HSP90, and although drug treatment did not appear to inhibit the production of virus proteins or the formation of inclusion bodies, virus filament formation and virus cell to cell transmission were impaired. The interaction between actin and the virus polymerase complex in RSV-infected cells has been documented, and this appears to have important consequences for the activity of the polymerase (60) . It is interesting to note that inhibiting HSP90 activity correlated with an increased coprecipitation of actin with the N protein, suggesting that HSP90 may play a role in the interaction of actin with the N protein and, by extrapolation, the virus RNP. The increased association of actin with the N protein may be related to the impaired transport of the N protein into the virus filaments that we observed.
A number of specific functions have been ascribed to HSP90 that range from protein folding, intracellular transport, proteasome degradation of proteins, and mediating the interaction of specific proteins with actin (79) , and several client proteins of HSP90, for example N-WASP (80), are known. N-WASP is activated by HSP90 and mediates actin reorganization by the arp2/3 complex (80 -84) , and N-WASP has been implicated in virus maturation (85) (86) (87) (88) . N-WASP was not detected in the RSV preparation, and it is currently unclear whether the changes observed during RSV assembly involve either N-WASP or the arp2/3 complex. In addition, the actin cytoskeleton regulatory protein rhoA and its down effectors have been implicated in RSV assembly (28 -30) , and the activation of rhoA via HSP90 has been suggested (89, 90) . It is therefore possible that HSP90 may play an early role in the activation of cellular pathways that lead to virus filament formation. Other virus-specific activities have also been associated with HSP90, such as the stimulation of the influenza virus polymerase complex (91) , the stabilization of virus polymerases (92) , and the formation of the mature influenza virus polymerase complex (93) . Although HSP90 appears to be important for RSV assembly, the precise mechanism involved will require further examination and will form the basis of future studies on RSV maturation.
Exosomes represent a source of minor contaminants in the virus preparation, and exosome-associated proteins have been reported in purified virus preparations in other studies (45) . We did not validate the virus association of some proteins identified in our proteomics analysis, and it is possible that they may be derived from similar cell structures. Although several cellular proteins identified in our analysis have not been reported previously in exosomes (e.g. filamin-1 and cofilin-1), several, including HSP90 and HSC70 (47) , have been reported. Our analysis showed clear evidence of HSC70 and HSP90 virus association and, in the case of HSP90, a role in virus filaments formation. Exosomes form in cellular structures called multivesicular bodies (MVBs), and the fusion of MVBs with the cell plasma membrane releases the exosomes from the cell. Several viruses have been shown to use MVB in the mechanism of cell release (94) , and the presence of several exosome-associated proteins in the virus filaments may indicate a role for MVB in RSV assembly, although this possibility will require further examination.
The virus association of several cellular proteins identified in the proteomics analysis was not validated, and their relevance to what we currently know about RSV assembly is unclear. For example, ␤-enolase and ␣-enolase were specifically identified in Samples 1 and 2, respectively (supplemental Tables S1, A and B). Enolase is an enzyme that is involved in the glycolytic pathway and has been detected in the purified preparations of other viruses. It is interesting to note that some biological activities have been ascribed to enolase in other related viruses, for example in the transcription of Sendai virus vRNA (95) . Its presence in the RSV preparation may indicate a similar function during RSV replication and may provide the basis for future investigations in new areas of RSV research. The identification of these cellular proteins in our study is a first step toward improving our understanding of the RSV maturation process, and future studies will focus on understanding the molecular basis for the role that they play in virus particle formation. This increased understanding may also facilitate the development of novel strategies for the prevention of RSV infection. For example, effective drugs have already been developed that target the cellular chaperones identified in our analysis (96 -99) . In addition, understanding the molecular basis of the interaction between lipid raft membranes and the cortical actin network during virus assembly may serve as a useful model system with which to facilitate our understanding of the general molecular processes involved in the formation of cell surface structures. Finally, it is also worth pointing out that although RSV has been the focus of this study several other negative strand RNA viruses mature as filamentous particles on the surface of infected cells. It will be interesting to determine whether host cell proteins similar to those identified in this study are also involved in the assembly and maturation of these other viruses. □ S This article contains supplemental Figs. S1 and S2 and Table S1 .
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